Interbacterial interaction pathways play an important role in defining the structure and complexity of bacterial associations. A quantitative description of such pathways offers promise for understanding the forces that contribute to community composition. We developed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy methods for quantitation of interbacterial interactions and applied these to the characterization of type VI secretion (T6S) in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Our analyses allowed a direct determination of the efficiency of recipient cell lysis catalyzed by this intercellular toxin delivery pathway and provided evidence that its arsenal extends beyond known effector proteins. Measurement of T6S apparatus localization revealed correlated activation among neighboring cells, which, taken together with genetic data, implicate the elaboration of a functional T6S apparatus with a marked increase in susceptibility to intoxication. This possibility was supported by the identification of T6S-inactivating mutations in a genome-wide screen for resistance to T6S-mediated intoxication and by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy analyses showing a decreased lysis rate of recipient cells lacking T6S function. Our discoveries highlight the utility of singlecell approaches for measuring interbacterial phenomena and provide a foundation for studying the contribution of a widespread bacterial interaction pathway to community structure.
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imaging | peptidoglycan | polymicrobial | protein secretion A lthough bacteria are often considered single-celled organisms, most possess complex mechanisms to facilitate intercellular information exchange. Some of these, such as quorum sensing, operate at a distance and coordinate the production of diffusible commodities (1, 2) . Recent work has revealed evolutionarily distinct pathways present in Gram-negative bacteria that are predicted to function at much closer length scales (3, 4) , including Tra-mediated lipoprotein exchange in Myxococcus xanthus (5) and the widely distributed contact-dependent inhibition and type VI secretion systems (T6SSs) (6, 7) . These pathways can exert dramatic phenotypic changes in neighboring cells, and thus they likely play important roles in the development, composition, and homeostasis of bacterial communities.
The T6SS is a complex secretory apparatus with the ability to translocate effector proteins between Gram-negative bacterial cells (8, 9) . Our knowledge of T6S effector protein function derives primarily from studies of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa Hcp Secretion Island I-encoded T6SS (H1-T6SS). This pathway delivers at least three effector proteins, Tse1-3 (type VI secretion exported 1-3), to the periplasm of recipient Gram-negative bacteria. Two of these proteins, Tse1 and Tse3, act within this compartment by hydrolyzing peptidoglycan, whereas Tse2 accesses the cytoplasm where it induces stasis (8, 10, 11) . In addition to targeting other bacteria, cells can deliver effectors to their own kind in a process termed "intercellular self-intoxication." To avert the harmful consequences of this process, cells possess specific immunity proteins, Tsi1-3 (type VI secretion immunity 1-3), which bind to and inactivate cognate effectors.
The T6SS displays a broad target range; however, there are limits to its activity. As cell wall-degrading type VI secretion (T6S) effectors require compartmentalization in the periplasm to exert effects on recipient cells, their action is restricted to Gram-negative organisms (12) . There is also evidence for disparate susceptibilities to T6S-dependent intoxication among Gram-negative species (13) (14) (15) , though the basis for this has remained unknown.
Quantitative time-lapse microscopy has revolutionized the way in which bacterial populations can be characterized (16, 17) . By measuring phenomena at the single-cell level, cell subpopulations not discernable in traditional population studies can be resolved. Here we developed quantitative time-lapse fluorescence microscopy (TLFM) tools for the study of T6S-mediated interactions between P. aeruginosa and two Gram-negative species, Burkholderia thailandensis and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. Using this technique, we resolve key questions pertaining to spatiotemporal characteristics and potency of T6S-mediated intercellular lysis. We further show that coordinated T6S apparatus assembly between neighboring cells leads to a "double-edged sword" phenomenon: T6S activation within a cell leaves it more susceptible to T6S-based intoxication by its competitor.
Results
Quantitative Single-Cell Analysis of Interbacterial Interactions. We developed a customized Matlab-based software package for quantitative single-cell analyses of interspecies bacterial interactions. Like related tools, this package identifies bacteria from phase images using a watershed algorithm, performs cell tracking, links cells between frames (allowing lineage analysis), and can identify and track fluorescent subcellular foci representing punctate protein localization patterns (17, 18) . Fig. 1 provides an overview of our analysis methods. We added to these capabilities a number of analysis modules tailored to the unique questions that we sought to address in this study. Specifically, we endeavored to quantitatively describe T6S-dependent interactions between two species of bacteria in a spatially and temporally resolved manner.
Cell lysis is a known consequence of intoxication by the H1-T6SS (12); thus, we used this readily observable process as a means of tracking T6S activity. Given that cells undergoing lysis release their cytoplasmic contents, we defined a lytic event as a precipitous drop of cellular fluorescence between frames. Using an iterative approach, we defined the optimal fluorescence decrease (minimizing false positive and negative observations) at 80% and required that this drop be maintained beyond a single frame (Fig. 1A) . We implement the lysis detection module post segmentation so that information including the identity and cellular neighborhood of lysed cells can be analyzed. A second functionality that we introduced to the software is the capacity to distinguish cells of a population on the basis of fluorescence intensity (Fig. 1B) . Following segmentation, the average fluorescence intensity in each channel within each cell mask is calculated and background is subtracted. This feature allows for gating of donor and recipient cells on the basis of the expression of a unique fluorescent protein-green and monomeric cherry fluorescent proteins (GFP and mCherry, respectively) in this study. The combination of recorded cell-specific measurements with frame-toframe cell linking, lysis detection, and donor/recipient identification allows measurement of T6S-dependent effects between mixed populations of bacteria in a spatially and temporally resolved manner (Fig. 1C) .
Spatiotemporal Analysis of T6S-Dependent Interactions. To our knowledge, there are no reports describing the direct visualization of T6S-dependent interactions between two species of bacteria. We initially chose to investigate the P. aeruginosa-B. thailandensis donorrecipient pair, as both organisms are genetically tractable, thrive in similar temperature and nutrient conditions, and serve as models for understanding the T6SS in our laboratory. To increase the number of measurable T6S-dependent interactions occurring under the short timescale of our studies, we used the P. aeruginosa ΔretS parental background in all experiments (19, 20) . In this background, which has been extensively used for the study of the H1-T6SS, Tse1-3 export is constitutive and the expression of genes associated with sessile P. aeruginosa is stimulated at the posttranscriptional level (10, 21, 22) . Homogeneous mixtures of P. aeruginosa attTn7::mCherry and B. thailandensis attTn7::gfp were inoculated onto growth medium-infused agarose pads and observed using TLFM. Control experiments were performed with P. aeruginosa bearing a mutation known to inactivate the H1-T6SS (ΔtssM1) (23) . Initial inspection of image sequences revealed apparent phenomenology attributable to T6SS activity. Most strikingly, we observed extensive lysis of B. thailandensis grown with P. aeruginosa, but not with P. aeruginosa ΔtssM1 ( Fig. 2A ; Fig. S1 ; Movies S1 and S2).
Next, we quantitatively analyzed TLFM sequences of P. aeruginosa-B. thailandensis cocultures using our custom image analysis software. Consistent with our initial visual inspection, automated analyses indicated significantly higher cellular lysis in cocultures containing the parental P. aeruginosa strain than in those bearing the tssM1 deletion ( Fig. 2 A and B) . To determine which of the two species was undergoing lysis, we gated cells using green and red fluorescence levels to identify the constituents of the lysed cell population. This analysis revealed that the P. aeruginosa parental and ΔtssM1 strains experience a consistently low basal lysis rate, whereas B. thailandensis undergoes lysis only in the presence of P. aeruginosa with a functional T6SS ( Fig. 2C ; Movies S3 and S4). Importantly, switching the fluorescent proteins used to mark the two organisms did not significantly impact the number of detected lysis events (Fig. S2) .
The T6SS has been suggested to function as a cell contactdependent puncturing device (24, 25) . Data supporting this contention derive from studies wherein donor and recipient populations are separated by a synthetic membrane of many microns in thickness (13); thus, whether the T6SS includes an appendage that allows it to act at a distance between cells-as is often speculated and depicted-has not been addressed experimentally. To investigate this question with higher resolution, we measured the lysis of individual B. thailandensis cells as a function of contact with P. aeruginosa in a TLFM sequence. Of the 116 B. thailandensis lysis events recorded, 114 occurred within cells in immediate contact (<200 nm) with P. aeruginosa (SI Materials and Methods). This observation strongly suggests that the T6S apparatus does not function via an extended extracellular appendage.
The efficiency of T6S intoxication has also not been measured directly. Population-level studies provide a sensitive means to assess the contribution of T6S to fitness; however, without resolving cell contact and its duration, the potency of the system cannot be directly ascertained from these experiments. To probe the efficiency of H1-mediated intoxication, we measured the occurrence of recipient cell lysis as a function of contact duration with P. aeruginosa. We calculated contact duration such that 10 min of contact with a single P. aeruginosa donor cell would be equivalent to 5 min of contact with two cells. B. thailandensis lysis displayed a linear (R 2 = 0.96) dose dependence over a large range of P. aeruginosa contact (0-150 contact minutes), suggesting that successful delivery of effectors is a rare event, that cells require multiple payloads to lyse, or both (Fig. 2D) . On the basis of our analysis, we determined that P. aeruginosa lyses B. thailandensis cell populations at a rate of 5.2%/h of contact. To understand how this rate compares with the efficiency of H1-T6S-mediated lysis of other bacteria, we performed similar TLFM analyses of P. aeruginosa-S. Typhimurium cocultures (Movies S5 and S6). P. aeruginosa stimulated lysis of S. Typhimurium in a contact-, H1-T6SS-, and dose-dependent manner (R 2 = 0.97); however, the efficiency of lysis was significantly lower against this organism (0.44%/h) (Fig. 2E ). This may in part be due to a prolonged spheroplast intermediate that precedes H1-T6SS-catalyzed lysis of S. Typhimurium (Movie S5).
The H1-T6SS is thought to act on recipient cells through the combined actions of its known effectors, Tse1-3 (10). We measured the contribution of the individual H1-T6SS effectors to the observed interspecies cell lysis phenotype. To circumvent the potential complications of synergy, we generated a panel of P. aeruginosa single effector strains. B. thailandensis lysis incurred during growth with the single effector strains was compared with that promoted by the parental strain, a strain lacking all three known effectors, and the ΔtssM1 strain using our TLFM analysis method. This revealed that Tse1 is responsible for the majority (80%) of H1-T6SS-dependent lysis of B. thailandensis and S. Typhimurium (Fig. 3A and Fig. S3 ). Comparison of Tse1 levels in parental and Δtse2 Δtse3 culture supernatants indicated that the high lytic activity of the Δtse2 Δtse3 background is not the result of compensatory effector release (Fig. 3B) . Surprisingly, our results showed that neither Tse2 nor Tse3 contribute to Tse1-independent H1-T6SS-catalyzed B. thailandensis lysis. Indeed, P. aeruginosa cells lacking all known H1-T6SS effectors caused lysis of B. thailandensis with slightly greater efficiency than strains possessing only Tse2 or Tse3 (Fig. 3A) . Introduction of the tssM1 deletion to the Δtse1-3 background abrogated recipient lysis, ruling out the possibility that this strain acquired H1-T6SS-independent lytic activity. The lysis rate of B. thailandensis catalyzed by each strain was also examined. Tse1-dependent and -independent lysis mechanisms displayed temporal separation, with Tse1 inducing recipient cell lysis earlier (Fig. 3 C and D) . Together, our data conclusively demonstrate the occurrence of interspecies antagonistic interactions mediated by the T6SS under conditions suitable for single-cell study. Our analyses show that H1-T6SS-dependent lysis requires direct donor-recipient cell contact and that the efficiency of recipient cell intoxication varies significantly between two species of proteobacteria. Finally, we discovered a lateacting, Tse1-3-independent mechanism of the H1-T6SS that promotes lysis of recipient cells.
Adjacent Cells Influence T6S Apparatus Assembly and Localization.
Our ability to quantitatively measure T6S-dependent cellular interactions under TLFM conditions motivated us to extend our analyses to include the localization properties of the T6S apparatus. To visualize the secretory apparatus, we examined a P. aeruginosa strain expressing clpV1-gfp from the native clpV1 locus (23) . As reported previously, we observed that localization of this conserved AAA+ family ATPase is highly dynamic-oscillating between a diffuse cytoplasmic pattern and filamentous and punctate structures, representing active and inactive forms of the T6S apparatus, respectively (Movie S7) (21) .
It has been proposed that nondiffuse ClpV1-GFP structures represent conformational states in the assembled phage tail-like T6S apparatus (21, 26) . As a first step toward determining the functional significance of ClpV1 localization properties, we measured the occurrence and subcellular localization of ClpV1-GFP puncta within cells as a function of neighbor cell characteristics (Fig. 4A ). Because T6S-dependent self-intoxication is well documented and occurs efficiently, we performed this analysis in P. aeruginosa monocultures. On the basis of automated focus identification within 12,233 cells, we determined the probability of a given cell displaying a focus to be 15.3 ± 0.27% (Fig.  4B and SI Materials and Methods). The probability of observing a focus in the subpopulation of cells with neighbors was similar (14.9 ± 0.37%, P value = 0.38), suggesting that apparatus assembly is not activated by cell-cell contact under the conditions of our assay. However, when we examined the subpopulation of cells with observed foci, the probability of neighboring cells displaying foci increased dramatically to 46 ± 2.4% (P value < 0.0001). We also searched for spatial correlations in T6S assembly within neighboring cells. Although the presence of a neighboring cell did not influence assembly of the apparatus, we detected a significant bias in the subcellular localization of the apparatusa bias favoring localization to cell-cell interfaces (P calc , 32 ± 7.1 × 10 −2 %, P obs , 49 ± 3.6%, P value < 0.0001). In summary, our data indicate that H1-T6SS activation is correlated among neighboring cells and suggest that neighbor cells recruit the T6S apparatus to cell interfaces. Our results are in alignment with the recent 
observation that T6S assembly between adjacent cells is spatially and temporally linked (21).
Efficient Intoxication by the T6SS Requires a Functional T6S Apparatus in Recipient Cells. One explanation for the heightened probability of observing concurrent T6SS assembly in neighboring cells is that assembly proceeds more efficiently in neighbor A if neighbor B itself possesses an assembled apparatus. We term this the "sensing model." An alternative explanation is that T6SS activation is highly sensitive to undetermined microenvironmental fluctuations that cells A and B experience concomitantly. Given our earlier observations linking T6SS assembly to activity, a paradoxical prediction of the sensing model is that T6SS activity should contribute both to intoxication of neighbors and to apparent susceptibility to intoxication: the lack of a functional T6SS in a recipient cell would lead to a failure to stimulate T6S activation in a donor, thereby decreasing the extent of recipient targeting.
To test this prediction of the sensing model, we measured the effect of an HSI-I gene cluster deletion on susceptibility to T6S-mediated intoxication using interbacterial competition assays. Interestingly, inactivation of the H1-T6SS dramatically improved the competitive fitness of a Tse2-susceptible background of P. aeruginosa (Δtse2 Δtsi2) (Fig. 5A and Fig. S4 ) (10) . According to the sensing model, the protection afforded by T6S inactivation should not be specific to a particular effector. Indeed, we found that the HSI-I deletion also granted increased fitness to a strain susceptible to Tse3-dependent intoxication (Fig. 5B) (8) . Many mechanisms could explain the apparent T6S resistance accompanied by an HSI-I deletion. To determine whether it is specifically the activity of the T6S apparatus in the recipient that increases targeting efficiency, we next examined the effect of the clpV1 deletion on recipient fitness. The ClpV1 protein stimulates T6S activity by promoting turnover of the apparatus (25, 27) . As anticipated, clpV1 deletion increased the fitness of the Tse2-susceptible strain, and, furthermore, susceptibility of the strain was returned to parental levels by genetic complementation of the clpV1 gene. Although the clpV1 deletion provided a statistically significant increase in fitness to the Δtse2 Δtsi2 strain, our data indicate that it does so to a lesser extent than a deletion of the entirety of HSI-I, and neither of these deletions restores fitness to that of a fully immune strain. Notably, clpV1 deletions are known to retain partial T6SS activity (8, 14, 15) ; thus, we find that cellular targeting efficiency correlates to T6S activity in recipient cells.
We also interrogated the sensing model in a less biased fashion by performing a genome-wide screen for transposon (Tn) insertions within P. aeruginosa that lead to resistance to T6S-based intoxication. Using a 96-well interbacterial competition assay format, we screened 2,748 random Tn insertions in the P. aeruginosa ΔretS Δtse2 Δtsi2 attB::lacZ background (recipient) for resistance to intoxication by P. aeruginosa ΔretS (donor). Positive clones were selected visually on the basis of LacZ activity (Fig. 5C) . We identified and mapped 14 independent Tn insertions (hit rate, 0.5%) that conferred T6S resistance in our screen (Table S1) . Remarkably, three of these were located within the HSI-I gene cluster (Fig. 5D) . Seven additional insertions mapped to the gacA and gacS genes, which encode known positive regulators of the H1-T6SS (19) . The genes immediately disrupted by Tn insertions (Fig. S4) . Competitive index (CI) is defined as the change (final/initial) in ratio of donor and recipient colony-forming units normalized to the susceptible control (A, Δtse/i2; B, Δtse/i3). (C) Representative 96-well plate used in screen for H1-T6SS resistance. Each plate contained a positive control (1) and a no-growth control (2) . This plate also includes a positive hit (3). (D) Schematic of the H1-T6SS gene cluster with identified Tn insertion sites indicated (arrowheads). A complete list of mutants is provided in Table S1 . (E) Outcome of growth competition experiments between the parental and indicated P. aeruginosa strains normalized as described for A. (F) Frame-by-frame running total of lysis events from a TLFM sequence in which the indicated B. thailandensis strain was cocultured with parental P. aeruginosa. Shading indicates counting error. (G) Outcome of growth competition experiments between the indicated strains. Asterisks mark competition outcomes significantly different from the corresponding effector immunity-deficient strain (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01). Error bars, ±SD. n = 3.
within HSI-I include tagR, tssC1, and tssK1. Prior studies indicate that each of these is essential to T6S function (13, 28, 29) . Quantitative growth competition assays with the Tn insertion strains verified that they display significant increased fitness relative to the parental (Fig. 5E) .
Having demonstrated that efficient T6S-dependent intercellular self-intoxication requires an active T6SS within recipient cells, we next probed whether the requirement for T6S in recipient cells extended to interactions between bacterial species. Our laboratory previously found that T6SS-1 of B. thailandensis targets bacterial cells (13) . Furthermore, under standard laboratory conditions, T6SS-1 is the only one of five T6SSs in B. thailandensis that exports effectors to levels detectable using a sensitive mass spectrometry assay used by our laboratory. Given these data, we reasoned that T6SS-1 inactivation might provide B. thailandensis resistance to intoxication by the H1-T6SS of P. aeruginosa. To test this, we compared the lysis rates of wild-type and T6SS-1-inactive (ΔclpV) B. thailandensis strains grown with P. aeruginosa using our single-cell TLFM analysis method. Similar to our findings in self-intoxication studies, T6S inactivation in B. thailandensis provided significant resistance to T6S-dependent lysis by P. aeruginosa (Fig. 5F) . We also performed populationlevel lysis and growth competition assays, which further confirmed that T6SS-1 inactivation protects B. thailandensis against the H1-T6SS of P. aeruginosa ( Fig. 5G and Fig. S5 ). Overall, our TLFM analyses and genetic data support the hypothesis that T6S activation is transmitted between neighboring bacterial cells. The consequence of this positive feedback loop is that T6S apparatus activation exposes a cell to heightened intoxication.
Discussion
Our data lead us to hypothesize that T6S is a double-edged sword. The activity of T6S within a bacterial cell exposes that cell to increased T6S-mediated intoxication by its neighbors. This effect could be widespread, as we find that inactivating mutations in the system confer apparent resistance to both intra-and interspecies H1-T6SS-mediated attack. Interestingly, a similar phenomenon has been observed with type IV secretion (T4S). Binns and colleagues showed that the transfer efficiency of an IncQ plasmid between Agrobacterium tumefaciens cells is increased dramatically when both donor and recipient possess the Ti plasmid (30) , which encodes the T4S apparatus. As observed in our study, this effect required the function of many essential components of the secretion system within the recipient cell.
The molecular mechanisms underlying the double-edged sword effect of T6S remain incompletely understood; however, our quantitative analysis of the effect of neighboring cells on T6S activation and localization, combined with the observation of "T6SS dueling" made recently by the Mekalanos laboratory, support the hypothesis that an activated T6SS within a cell triggers T6S activation in its neighbors (21) . Further consistent with this hypothesis, we do not observe complete resistance by T6S inactivation, mutations impact resistance in a manner proportional to their effect on T6S apparatus function, and resistance is not effector specific. It is important to emphasize that our data do not predict that bacteria lacking a T6SS are immune to T6S-mediated attack. The potency of T6S is also likely determined by other factors such as the general suitability of the organism for T6S apparatus-mediated protein transfer and its inherent susceptibility to the particular cargo of effectors. For example, we have shown that the H1-T6SS promotes relatively efficient lysis of an Escherichia coli K-12 derivative that lacks T6S (12) .
What is the mechanism of coupled T6S activation? We observe that susceptibility to T6S intoxication of a strain lacking tse1-3 remains T6S-dependent, suggesting that effector proteins, or at least those currently known, are not required for sensing. We speculate that coupling is achieved by homo-or heterotypic interactions between extracellular apparatus components of adjacent cells. These may either induce a signaling cascade leading to T6S activation or simply act as a nucleation point for the further assembly of the apparatus.
Whether coupled T6S activation has an adaptive role, and whether this benefits the donor or recipient, remains to be determined. It is noteworthy that the net consequence of T6S inactivation in B. thailandensis is unfavorable to the organism. This implies that the offensive capacity of B. thailandensis T6SS-1, at least against P. aeruginosa, is greater in magnitude under the conditions of our assay than the detrimental consequences of additional exposure to the effectors of the P. aeruginosa H1-T6SS. Coupled T6S activation could provide a means for cells to avoid wasteful T6S activation. In this scenario, an exogenous T6SS may act as a cue to the donor that a susceptible cell is in its vicinity. This is conceivable given the broad distribution of T6S among Gram-negative bacteria.
The unexpected finding that Δtse1-3 promotes T6S-dependent B. thailandensis lysis suggests that either there are lytic H1-T6S effector(s) in addition to Tse1-3 that act on B. thailandensis or that the H1-T6S apparatus itself can induce lysis. If the apparatus were sufficient to cause lysis, we would predict extensive lysisregardless of effector immunity-occurring among cells undergoing intercellular self-intoxication. However, we did not find evidence of T6S-mediated lysis between adjacent P. aeruginosa cells in our experiments. Furthermore, we did not observe an increase in lysis of P. aeruginosa cells that neighbored B. thailandensis, despite the latter also possessing a functional T6SS. Thus, our results suggest that Tse1-3 do not encompass the complete effector repertoire of the H1-T6SS. The delayed kinetics of Tse1-independent lysis may explain why previous studies failed to identify H1-T6SS effectors beyond Tse1-3 (10). The temporal regulation of such effector(s) may be distinct from that of Tse1-3, or these substrates may be present at reduced levels.
To our knowledge, a quantitative single-cell analysis of interspecies bacterial interactions has not yet been reported. Here we used this method to characterize T6S-dependent processes; however, the technology could be applicable to many important questions in the field of microbiology. For example, it could be used to examine the spatiotemporal regulation of phenotypes modulated by the presence of other bacteria including motility, growth rate, and the production of virulence factors. With increased automation, the method could also be implemented as a discovery tool for identifying processes influenced by neighboring cells, including novel interbacterial interaction mechanisms. There is growing recognition of the health, agricultural, and environmental consequences of emergent properties within bacterial communities. Single-cell analyses of mixed populations offer a means to decipher the complex interactions that underlie these traits.
Materials and Methods
DNA Manipulation and Growth Conditions. P. aeruginosa, B. thailandensis, and S. Typhimurium strains were generated using PAO1 (31), E264, and LT2 backgrounds, respectively. Gene deletions within P. aeruginosa and B. thailandensis were generated in frame using allelic exchange. A detailed description of growth conditions and strain construction can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
Microscopy. Microscopy images were acquired using a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope fitted with a 60× oil objective, automated focusing (Perfect Focus System, Nikon), a Xenon light source (Sutter Instruments), a CCD camera (Clara series, Andor), a custom environmental chamber, and image acquisition software (NIS Elements, Nikon). For TLFM experiments, P. aeruginosa cells cultivated overnight were washed in a Luria broth (LB) formulation low in NaCl (8) and mixed with either B. thailandensis or S. Typhimurium at a ratio of 1:1 or 1:2, respectively. The bacterial suspension (1 μL) was spotted onto growth pads prepared from Vogel Bonner minimal media containing 2.5% agarose wt/vol, 0.2% wt/vol sodium nitrate, and a 19-amino-acid mixture defined in ref. 32 . For snapshot images, log-phase bacteria were spotted. Inoculated growth pads were hermetically sealed using rubber gaskets coated with vaseline, paraffin, and lanolin at 1:1:1. For time-lapse series, automated image acquisition was performed at 5-min intervals for 4-8 h.
TLFM Analysis. Cells were identified using a watershed segmentation algorithm and linked between frames using custom Matlab software (2012a, Mathworks). Distinct populations within an experiment were identified using empirically defined fluorescence intensity gates. Debris (noncells) was size-excluded and
